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ABSTRACT 

Scottish Nuclear have a number of plant monitoring and training applications at their 
operational nuclear power plant which could benefit from the introduction of artificial 
intelligence (AI) software. 

An outline of early work on two current AI developments in the areas of advanced operator aids 
and intelligent training is given. A generic workstation based engineering simulator (WES) 
which provides a prototyping environment for AI product application development and 
evaluation and development of human-computer interface (HCl) designs for plant installation is 
described. 

It is concluded that the WES architecture facilitates both migration of the prototype AI 
application to the plant and collaboration in the AI field between Scottish Nuclear and other 
organisations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Scottish Nuclear have successfully installed rule based diagnostic systems on the complex and 
extensive AGR fuel route plant at their Torness power station to assist the plant operators and 
maintainers to quickly diagnose the cause of control sequence suspensions due to protection 
logic operation. However the acquisition of the knowledge base for these applications was 
straightforward and a text based stand-alone HCl to monitor sequence progression and suggest 
sequence suspension causes was used. 

Two further potential AI applications have emerged. Hie first is to assess whether a 
computerised operating procedures manual software tool (COPMA1) can be used to improve 
central control room presentation of plant, operating rules, restrictions and detailed plant 
operating instructions at Hunterston power station. The second potential AI application is in the 
field of intelligent training systems (ITSs). Scottish Nuclear have full scope plant simulators in 
dedicated training simulator buildings to provide training in nuclear safety matters to meet 
licence requirements at their Hunterston and Torness power plants. ITSs may allow the 
extension of training into plant areas where expenditure on training can be justified on 
economic grounds only, and allow training modules to be readily available in the trainees' 
normal workplace. Scottish Nuclear are participating in a Department of Trade and Industry 
(DTI) funded research project MOBIT (MOdel Based Industrial/Intelligent Trainers) to progress 
ITS development and are developing a MOBIT demonstrator application for their Hunterston 
water treatment plant. It is hoped to integrate COPMA into the MOBIT demonstrator project. 

COPMA and MOBIT present major challenges compared to the fuel route diagnostic and 
monitoring application in terms of knowledge base acquisition, AI architecture and HCl 
methodologies. This paper reviews the approach being taking on these two applications which is 
based upon the use of a workstation based engineering simulator (WES) to provide an 
environment for AI development and evaluation. 
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2. COPMAAND MOBIT APPLICATIONS AND INITIAL CHALLENGES 

COPMA is provided by the Halden Project as a fully developed product. An interactive 
demonstrator is supplied for a PWR incident "when, due to a flow valve sticking, a boiler has to 
be removed from service and then reinstated when the valve is repaired. This demonstrator was 
valuable in that it allowed Hunterston plant operators to appreciate that COPMA had the 
potential to provide a solution to their problem of upgrading the structure and presentation of 
their plant operating rules, restrictions and detailed plant operating instructions in the central 
control room. As a first step it was decided to develop an equivalent AGR demonstrator to the 
PWR demonstrator provided by the Halden Project and the reactor pressure vessel cooling 
system (PVCS) was chosen as a candidate. The PVCS demonstrator would allow methodologies, 
risks and benefits to be identified and the cost of a full scale implementation to be estimated. 

The MOBIT project is a collaborative venture, part funded by the DTI and involving Heriot-
Watt University (TTS researchers), Scomagg (software developer), Digital Scotland 
(manufacturing demonstrator) and Scottish Nuclear (process plant demonstrator). The MOBIT 
architecture is shown in Figure 1. 

The primary system modules of MOBIT are: 

• the domain simulation , this represents the training domain in a way which supports the 
demonstration and validation of expertise by the trainee; 

• the domain expert, this explicitly represents in an executable form the expertise which is to 
be conveyed to the trainee; 

• the tutor, which is the module in overall control of the training process 

Hunterston training and operations staff have selected the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) as the 
candidate for the MOBIT demonstrator. The COPMA methodology will be used to develop 
training units for operating procedures and it is thus expected that COPMA will form an 
integral part of the WTP demonstrator. 

tutor 

Figure 1 MOBIT Syrtem Architecture 
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For both COPMA and MOBIT Scottish Nuclear have developed a prototyping approach to allow 
end user involvement in potential AI based solutions as early as possible in the development 
lifecycle. 

3. THE PROTOTYPING APPROACH 

The prototyping approach is in 2 phases and is shown is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. 

Phase I -
prototype 

the AI 

Phase II -
prototype the 
interfaces to the 
plant computers 
and the HCl 

prototype AI for 
subset of plant 

application 

evaluation by 
potential users 

OK to proceed? 

prototype plant implementation -
interfaces to plant computers and HCl 

evaluation by 
potential users 

OK to proceed? 

management paper 
for full 

implementation 

Figure 2 Prototyping Approach 
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In Phase I the AI product application methodology is applied to a subset of the candidate plant 
processes. In order for the prototype to provide the end user with a high fidelity simulation of 
how the AI product would work in practice, the following developments are necessary: 

• knowledge capture for the plant processes under consideration 
• implementation of this knowledge in the AI product 
• a plant simulation to model the plant processes 
• a fault injection facility 
• simulation of the plant-human interfaces, both conventional and computer 
• supporting animated plant schematics 

To achieve this simulation will require an AI product expert, a plant expert and a plant • 
simulation expert. 

In Phase II the AI prototype needs to be interfaced to a replica of the plant computer systems to 
allow interfaces to the plant Teal time database and alarm and display systems to be established. 
System performance can be evaluated and most important the HCl of the operational AI product 
application be established. For Phase II the human resources working on Phase I need to be 
expanded to include plant computer system and HCl experts. 

The enabling technology adopted by Scottish Nuclear for Phase I is to use WES as an AI support 
environment. Phase II is facilitated if the plant computer systems have open systems display 
and file transfer facilities. These allow flexible integration of the AI product into the plant 
computer network for the purposes of access to the plant data and the control room HCl. 

4. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR PROTOTYPING 

4.1 Workstation Based Engineering Simulator (WES) 

WES was initially developed for the automatic testing of modified plant software before 
installation on the plant. The core components of WES provide a manual and automatic test 
facility to allow test scripts to be executed, the ability to run plant models asynchronously and in 
real time, a replica of the conventional desks and panels associated with the plant application 
under tests, and a data recording and display facility. The WES software is client server and 
runs under Solaris 2.x to provide real-time facilities. 

The WES extensions to implement interfaces to the COPMA and MOBIT are achieved by LISP 
messages and remote procedure calls respectively. 

4.2 Retrofitting Open Interfaces to Flan". Computer Systems 

Figure 3 shows the plant computer system architecture Scottish Nuclear are adopting at 
Hunterston B. The open system interfaces TCP-IP and X Windows are being retrofitted and 
integrated with existing and new proprietary systems. 
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Hewlett Packard's Real Time Applications Platform (RTAP) is being used on the first open 
systems project to be installed, the replacement contact alarm system (CAS), which includes 
Station and Reactor based plant data and display LANs. The second project will be a reactor 
based database and display computer (DBD), again RTAP based. Further workstations and 
existing or new proprietary DCS, PLC and SCADA systems can be connected to the appropriate 
LAN. These latter systems can then either send or receive plant data to and from DBD and 
initiate X Clients for the Unit and Supervisor X Terminals. Additional Workstations can then be 
added to the network as required. Currently reactor management calculations and models which 
run on off Site mainframes are being ported to a UNIX environment to allow interface to the 
reactor LAN. If the COPMA development programme is successful, then this would run on a 
further -workstation to be added to the reactor LAN. COPMA could then receive alarm and plant 
data from CAS and DBD for integration in the operating procedures being displayed and send 
requests to DBD to display appropriate plant data formats. 

Prior to the installation of new systems or software on the plant extensive development and 
testing using WES in its automatic test facility role (ATF) will be carried out. Figure 4 shows the 
test facility as it will be configured to develop the COPMA HCl and test the final version of 
COPMA and its interfaces to CAS and DBD before its installation on plant. In such a test 
configuration as this all the Teplica plant computer systems can be comprehensively tested in 
their final software and hardware state (less data acquisition equipment), and high confidence 
levels can be established in the integrity and reliability of new or modified systems. These 
systems can then be installed on the plant with the minimum of plant based testing. 
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Figure 4 Teat Bed for Plant Computer Systems 
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5. CURRENT PROGRESS 

5.1 COPMA 

At present the initial phase of the COPMA prototyping development has been completed. This 
phase has centred on producing both a demonstrator system based on the PVCS plant at 
Hunterston power station and a report reviewing key aspects of the COPMA product and its 
interface with external processes. Figure 5 is a screen dump of the "WES based PVCS 
prototyping system being used to evaluate COPMA. 
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This demonstrator system comprises the following components and facilities: 

• physics-based model of FVCS plant simulating water flow and pressure, valve positions, 
circuit temperatures, pump status and speed etc.; 
• full WES capability with individual windows for the Main Control Panel, Manual Test 
Facility and Front End Controller with associated set-up files; 
• interface of key variables to COPMA kernel; 
• fully representative embodiment of PVCS PIOI in COPMA-H available interactively via 
window display; 
• graphical representation of FVCS schematic to provide operator feedback; 
• soft desk replication of FVCS alarm facia; 
• facility for fault injection with several common fault conditions. 

Development to date has been undertaken exclusively in-house by Scottish Nuclear but external 
collaboration based on releasing demonstrator software and the results of studies is being 
actively sought. 

The initial COPMA Teport addresses the following key issues: 

• COPMA architecture with respect to integration with external processes; 
• evaluation of ease of development of external processes; 
• consideration of HCl issues for COPMA product; 
• structuring and implementation of existing plant operating procedures in PED-II, the 

COPMA procedure language editor. 

Provisional findings from these studies are as follows: 

• the prototyping approach adopted for the initial phase is an effective and efficient way of 
developing such novel systems; 

• both the existence of an environment to developed external simulations and a simulation 
capability aTe essential, and the effort required to develop such an environment and 
simulations is generally underestimated; 

• pre-structured operating procedures aid the implementation process but effort from 
experienced plant operators is essential for the effective embodiment of these procedures in 
the COPMA environment; 

Likely benefits to plant operations perceived in the early stages of development have been 
reinforced, namely: 

• improved operator awareness of plant state; 
• improved operator understanding of plant processes; 
• improved consistency of plant operations, both inter- and intra- shift. 
• operators prefer fixed window displays. 

On completion of the first phase further development of the system will focus on two key areas: 

•a thorough evaluation of the COPMA product from a user's perspective with particular 
cognisance to its use on-line in the control room environment and including a review of the HCl. 
•development of an extensive COPMA demonstrator based on physics-based modules of WTP in 
the WES environment interfacing with COPMA and integrated with the MOBIT architecture. 
This is likely to include the use of a rule-base language to automatically provide operators with 
relevant PIOIs given plant conditions. 
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5.2 M O B I T 

MOBIT started in November 1993 and is a 3 year project. The strategy of design by prototyping 
bas been adopted and the first prototype is substantially operational and initial reviews of 
available software development tools and specification methodology, identification of the key 
research areas for MOBIT, and development strategies for the industrial demonstrators bave 
been established. The prototype model is of a boiler system which supports load change 
operations and a circuit board which performs the trip logic functions required by the boiler 
model. The simulation models and associated graphical front ends have been developed by 
Scottish Nuclear within the WES simulation environment. The software for the boiler model 
and front end have been converted to run under OSF/1 and Motif on the Digital Alpha platforms 
which have been adopted for MOBIT. Tbe embedding of the simulation models into a training 
unit environment has been achieved by developing an action generator. Figure 6 shows the 'soft 
desk'control panel the trainee uses to control the model. 

FigureC 

A paper has been submitted to the Expert Systems *94 Conference due to held in Cambridge 
between December 12 and 14. The paper, entitled "MOBIT: A Generic Training System for 
Industrial Environments", provides a description of achievements to date and the concepts 
which have been adopted as well as describing the strategy for the remainder of the project and 
potential industrial applicability. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 The AI prototypes Scottish Nuclear have developed have generated enthusiasm from 
Hunterston stafFfor the adoption of COPMA and MOBIT. 

6.2 The 2 phase WES and open systems based prototyping approach described in this paper 
provides: 

(a) The earliest user involvement in the AI product application development 

(b) An environment in which to prototype and finalise the HCl for the AI application and its 
integration in the plant computer networks 

6.3 Collaboration on AI product application development with parties outside Scottish Nuclear 
can be facilitated by adopting the WES based AI product support environment. 
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